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1. Introduction!
1.1 Overview!!
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects on Korean learners’ intonation of visualising 
English pronunciation using a musical staff to represent the pitch levels, contours and prominence. 
Utilising a musical staff for participants to see and plot intonation is a simple and practical 
visualisation method that should raise awareness of native-like intonation to the experimental 
group participants. Control group and experimental group data will show the effectiveness of 
visualisation compared to traditional intuitive-imitative methods.!
! Pike (1945) claimed that we often react more to the intonation of an utterance than to the 
word choice. The role and importance of English intonation is often undervalued by learners in 
Korea, partly due to the lack of attention it is given in the South Korean English eduction system. 
Through student/teacher surveys, Park & Son (2013) recently found that pronunciation features 
like intonation in Korean middle and high schools is significantly under-taught, despite an 
appreciation of its importance by both teachers and students. Analysing school textbooks, Park & 
Son (2013) found that less than 25% of a unit or chapter was devoted to any of the five elements of 
pronunciation (consonants, vowels, linking, stress, intonation, and ‘other’), with one high school 
textbook having no pronunciation instruction at all. Despite both middle school teachers and 
students responding that intonation is the most important aspect of pronunciation, the most 
common feature taught from the textbooks was ‘linking’ and ‘stress’. Park & Son infer that teachers 
stick to the textbook regardless of their own professional opinions on the importance of intonation 
and speculate that some teachers' lack of intonation knowledge creates a reluctance to teach 
patterns. The textbooks frequently presented students with decontextualised short declarative or 
interrogative sentences with simple intonation notations and meaningless drills. Whilst Korean 
speech does have intonation, it is different to English patterns. Therefore, based on the studies 
that used visualisation methods to raise awareness of intonation patterns below, this study will 
explore how effective visualising is on speech production for Korean learners. !
! Awareness raising of the role of intonation features in speech can have a significant effect 
on the way students see the relationship between thought groups and suprasegmental features.  
While Derwing, Thomson, Foote & Munro (2012) found that intonation can be improved without 
explicit instruction, Mitrofanova (2012) showed the significant difference in speech quality that can 
be gained by overtly teaching students to understand how intonation connects to things like sub-
topics and the positioning of tone groups. Her treatment group scored 21% higher than the control 
group that used traditional imitation techniques. Ahn (2010) showed that Korean students needed 
to be explicitly told not to focus on pronunciation. Most Korean learners focus only on phonemes 
so they had to be made aware that there were other pronunciation features that needed attention. 
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During his own visualisation study, Verdugo (2006) found that groups of Spanish students had had 
no clear perception of English intonation until the research project brought their attention to it. They 
had not considered English intonation at all when speaking.!
! In the tests, Verdugo (2006) used software that would simultaneously show the intonation 
contours as the participants said their answers, giving them instant feedback in their accuracy. On 
the same screen, the speakers could see the native speech model contours and were able to 
adapt their speech to be 30% more accurate than their initial results. This research shows that 
learners easily ignore L2 intonation if their attention is not explicitly drawn to it. The results also 
show that visualisation can be an effective tool in showing learners that they are improving. Using 
visualisation allowed the participants to not only see their production but also to recognise their 
progress over the ten-week course.!
! James (1979) and Anderson-Hsieh (1992) showed the potential improvements that using 
pitch visualisation software could have on learners’ speech. In both studies, the software was not 
used in class, just in the tests, but as with Verdugo (2006), a split screen showing the model and 
their own speech contours allowed students to significantly increase their native-like intonation 
features. After testing Chinese and Arabic students using intonation visualising software, Setter, 
Stojanovik & Martínez-Castilla (2010) found improvements to intonation production but it was not 
clear whether the participants actually understood the emotional connection to intonation, rather 
than simply a fixed pattern for a certain type of utterance. !
! The research indicates that the use of visualisation has the potential for improving the 
English intonation patterns when combined with awareness raising. Where this study differs from 
those mentioned above is the method of using visualisation. Previous visualisation studies on 
Korean learners (Anderson-Hsieh (1992), Kim, Peabody & Seneff (2004), Ahn, (2010)) used 
computer software, however, my research will test if the hand-annotated musical staff is an 
effective approach. Instead of using it in Pre- and Post-Tests, the students on the treatment group 
will visualise intonation in class as part of focused exercises. If this method has positive results, 
there are interesting implications for the Korean EFL classroom of using such a practical method to 
improve intonation without the need for software.!
! Along side using the musical staff, both control and treatment groups will receive explicit 
instruction in the function of suprasegmental features like thought groups and prominence. It is 
hoped that this fresh awareness will raise their perception when listening to the post-test, where 
they will hear the high and low tones in the audio prompts more clearly and be able to reproduce 
them more accurately.!
! As well as the physical production of English, this study will also explore the attitudes of 
Korean university-level learners to the role and importance of intonation in communication, to what 
extent sounding ‘native’ is important to them, and their feelings towards the visualisation approach. 
The traditional intuitive-imitation approach is familiar to most students in Korea and is likely to be 
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the only method they have experienced so far for improving their English prosody. The study will 
compare attitudes to intonation at the beginning and end of the study to see if views on its 
importance change.!
!
!
1.2 The Stages of the Study!
! !

The Pre-Test was given at 10pm on March 24th and the treatment will take place between March 
25th and May 27th 2014. Due to the university syllabus and national holidays, the 8-week process 
will be interrupted. There will be no treatment on April 15th and 22nd because of an English 
Speaking quiz and midterm test, and no class on May 6th due to a national holiday. In order to 
keep the momentum of the treatment going, two patterns will be taught on May 13th. The post-test 
will be given on the evening of May 27th after the final treatment. While there are three more 
weeks of the semester remaining, I am concerned that the workload of the approaching final 
exams would mean that participating in the post-test would become a low priority for group 
members. Therefore, I decided to not let the treatment go into June and to allow a one week 
‘cooling off’ period before giving the post-treatment surveys.!
1. Pre-Test and Group Selection. The students of two English Speaking classes are pre-tested. 

From the results, 15 participants will be selected from each class. One group will be a control 
group, the other will be the treatment group.!

2. Treatment Begins. Over an 8-week period, four intonation patterns will be covered in class. For 
approximately 20 minutes a week, both groups will receive the same exposure to an intonation 
pattern. The control group will practise using the traditional intuitive-imitative approach, while 
the treatment group will use the visualisation method to raise awareness and listening 
sensitivity to English pitch changes. Each pattern will be covered for 2 weeks. !

3. Pattern 1. Yes/No Questions. !
4. Pattern 2. WH Questions.!
5. Pattern 3. Declarative statements.!
6. Pattern 4. Falling List.!
7. Post-Test. Participants will hear the same prompts as in the Pre-Test and the results will be 

compared with their original performance to see how effective the treatment has been 
compared to the control group.!

Ideally, there will be a delayed Post-Test, however, with the finals week coming so soon after the 
end of the study and then the beginning of the summer break, I am not confident that all the 
participants would be available for a third test but will attempt it regardless. !
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2. Participant Profiles!
!
The participants for this study were selected from two English Speaking classes at the University of 
Incheon. There was no placement test for the students. The necessary level requirement of the 
course was made clear on the syllabus before sign-up, but they have self-assess themselves as 
Mid-Intermediate. Their level has not been checked by a teacher and there is no opportunity to 
move out of the group other than dropping the class once the course has started. Predictably, there 
is a small but significant number of Novice and Advanced level learners, according to the ACTFL 
criteria (2012), with varying English language contact who joined the class regardless. The 
students are mixed ages, from Freshman to Senior, in two classes of around 24 people.!

! None of the students are English language/literature majors. The majors range from 
technical courses such as Civil Engineering, to performing arts, to non-English language 
courses such as Chinese. In short, no one has a specific English focus in their major. Only 
two of the students have had experience living in an English-speaking country and both 
stayed for less than 6 months. All the students are Korean. On the whole, the students’ 
proficiency reflects this lack of ‘real world’ language experience.!
! Each group consists of 15 participants, selected from a total of 43 pre-test 
respondents. They are grouped based on the results analysis of their intonation using 
PRAAT speech analysis software. Because nothing about this study requires grammatical 
comparisons between participants, there was no need to use any traditional English 
assessment scores such as written tests or TOEIC scores. The reason for each member's 
selection is covered in section 4.2 below. !
! The profiles below are based on two separate surveys at the beginning of the study. 
These are a general English language background questionnaire based on an SMU 
sample from Prof. van Vlack and Pronunciation Attitude Inventory adapted from Elliott 
(1995) (See Apendix A). !
! The results show that there is a range in the interest in pronunciation features of 
English as well as some contradictory responses, such as ranking “I’d like to sound as 
native as possible when speaking English” as a maximum 5, but “Acquiring proper 
pronunciation in English is important to me” as only 2. The other way around would make 
sense in an ELF context but not this way. Similarly, rating their own English speaking 
ability showed inconsistent and inaccurate scores, including one mid-intermediate student 
who rated themselves as an 8 out of ten. Having taught the students and got to know them 
over the semester, I have a sense that they are actually rating their confidence with 
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English rather than their skill. Some relatively proficient students who rated themselves as 
3 are quite timid in the classroom, which explains their low self-evaluation. For this reason, 
we should consider this score as a sign of their confidence with English.!
!
!
2.1 The Treatment Group!

Park Jongchan (Alex) 
Major: Architecture!
From: Ilsan!
Experience abroad: Australia (11 months) New Zealand (3 
weeks)!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 
3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 3 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English” (1 not at all - 5 very much): 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me” (1 not at all - 5 very much): 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English” (1 not at all - 5 very much): 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible” (1 not at all - 5 very much): 3!

Park Tae-Young 
Major: Design!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: None !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 6!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 5 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 2!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 2!
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“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!

Kim Beom-Su (Michael) 
Major: Management!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: 1 month in Europe !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 4!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!

Choi Min-Su 
Major: Civil Environmental Engineering!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 5 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!
!

Jeong Joon-Gi 
Major: Design!
From: Mokpo!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 5!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 6 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
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“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!

Shin Dong-Hwan (Terrence) 
Major: Chinese !
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Tian-Jin, China, 2 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 4!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!

Lee Han 
Major: Information Communication!
From: Bucheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 1!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 2 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 3!
!

So Ji-Yun 
Major: Design!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Hong Kong 1 week!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 6!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: unspecified!
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Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!

Shin Byul 
Major: Environmental Engineering!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Philippines 3 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 2 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 2!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!

Oh Yu-Kyeong 
Major: Business Administration!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none (only for 
reading and writing)!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking 
English”: 2!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
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“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!

Jeong Hye-Seon 
Major: Economics!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 2 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 3!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!

Kim Han-Seul 
Major: Computer Science!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: China 1 week!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 2!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: !
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: !
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: !
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: !

Kang Min-Ju 
Major: Performing Arts!
From: GwangJu!
Experience abroad: 3!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 2 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
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“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!

Hwang In-Ji 
Major: Management!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: USA 3 weeks, Canada 3 days !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 1!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 3!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 1 “I want to 
improve my pronunciation but I don’t expect to speak like native speakers”!

Kim Ju-Yeong 
Major: Management!
From: Ansan!
Experience abroad: Australia 9 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 
5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!
2.2 The Control Group!

Park Seong-Ryeol (Max) 
Major: English Literature!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: China 2 weeks!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 8!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
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Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!
!

Seo Chang-Won (Clark) 
Major: Physics!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Missouri, USA, 5 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 5!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 3 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 3!
!

Kim Nam-Kyu 
Major: Business Administration!
From: Seoul!
Experience abroad: none !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 3!
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!

Jung Kyung-Hyun 
Major: International Trade!
From: Bucheon!
Experience abroad: China 1 year !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 6!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 5!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 2!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!

Yeom Seung-Jae 
Major: Economics!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: England 2 months, USA 6 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 8!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 6 months!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 1!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!
!

Park Jin-Young 
Major: Chemistry!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Canada 2 years, Belgium 5 months!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 5!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
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“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 3!
!

Ham Seong-Jun 
Major: International Trade!
From: Pohang!
Experience abroad: Turkey 15 days!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 2!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking 
English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 2!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 2!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 2!
!

Wang He-Jin 
Major: Public Administration!
From: Bucheon!
Experience abroad: none !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 6!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 4 months (TOEIC 
Speaking)!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!

Min Yoo-Jeong (Melissa) 
Major: Tax and Accounting!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Guam 2 weeks!
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Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 4!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 2 months (TOEIC 
Speaking)!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 2!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 2!
!

Yoo Su-Bin 
Major: Fashion Industry!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: Japan 2 weeks, China 2 weeks!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 6!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 4 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!
!

An Ji-Hye (Angie) 
Major: Library & Information Science!
From: Seoul!
Experience abroad: Sacramento, USA 6 months !
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 4 !
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: International Language 
Institute, Sacramento!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 2!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 3!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
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!

Choi Ji Eun 
Major: Fashion Industry!
From: Seoul!
Experience abroad: Europe 2 weeks!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 7!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: 6 years!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!

Shin Nara 
Major: Management!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 4!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 4!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 4!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 4!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 3!
!

Choi Aram 
Major: Architecture!
From: Incheon!
Experience abroad: none!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 1!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 3!
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“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 5!
!

Lee Joo-A 
Major: Library & Information Science!
From: Kwangwang (Jeon Nam)!
Experience abroad: Germany, Japan 1 month!
Self-rated English speaking ability (1 very bad -10 excellent): 3!
English Speaking ‘Hagwon’ Experience: none!
Pronunciation Attitude Inventory (1 not at all - 5 very much)!
“I’d like to sound as native as possible when speaking English”: 2!
“Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me”: 5!
“I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English”: 5!
“I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible”: 4!
!
2.3 Tutor Profile!
Background!

I was born in York in the north of England and have been 
teaching English since 2001. I have worked in Tokyo (3 years), 
Prague (1 year) and Seoul/Incheon (8 years). In Prague, I got a 
certificate in TEFL, in Seoul I got a TESOL certificate and have 
just finished my 3rd semester of a TESOL MA. Since 2001, I 
have taught General English, a handful of children's classes 
and a variety of English for a Specific Purpose classes and 
courses. !
! I currently work at Incheon University teaching English 
Speaking, a graded mid-intermediate elective course, as well 

as optional ungraded English classes. The courses I have designed for the optional classes are 
fluency-based such as Developing English Fluency and Debate and Discussion English.!
!
Opinions on Teaching Pronunciation!
Most EFL teachers begin their careers trying to 'fix' phonemic differences in non-native speakers, 
as I did in Japan. Over the years of teaching English, I noticed that the biggest reason for unusual 
English speech was not, as most learners would assume, phonemic errors but suprasegmental 
differences. This is not to say phonemic problems do not affect communication as they clearly do, 
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but it is the differences with connected speech, pitch, prominence and intonation that the 
interlocutor responds to (Pike, 1945). Spending hours trying to get /θ/ and /ð/ correct is not as 
important as putting prominence on the word/syllable that communicates its importance to the 
listener. Trying to implement these skills in class, the student response has ranged from fascination 
to annoyance at what they consider a waste of class time. !
! I developed an interest in an effective and simple way that students could raise awareness 
of suprasegmental features and develop their proficiency in using them. The lack of attention given 
to these features means that it is a ripe area for improvement in the Korean context. As the results 
of the pre-test below show, many students are aware that English has intonation but are not aware 
of where pitch changes occur.!
!
3. Diagnostic Pre-Test!
!
3.1 Pre-Test Background and Conditions!
The design of the pre-test was inspired by two studies. Li, Zhang, Li, Lo & Meng (2010) used a 
series of falling list, declarative, WH- and Yes/No sentences to test their subjects. In that study, the 
prompt stimuli was written but with the intonation patterns marked on each sentence. Derwing, 
Thomson, Foote & Munro (2012) used sentence audio prompts to test participants’ perception of 
intonation patterns with the same sentence being read twice with and without intonation. The test 
in this study combines the two approaches where the list of sentences requires the participants to 
perceive the intonation from audio prompts and produce it.!
! The number of participants in the pre-test and the varying schedules and availability made 
face-to-face sample recordings impractical. Therefore, it seemed more realistic to have the 
students record the samples themselves and send them to me. The pre-test consisted of students 
recording themselves listening to a audio file of 16 prompt sentences and recording their versions 
on their phones and emailing them. Audio recording websites such as www.voxapop.com and 
www.soundcloud.com were considered, but the process of extracting and re-encoding the files 
from the site created two extra steps in the process and required the students to record from a 
computer rather than from their phones. By keeping the process as convenient as possible, I could 
ensure as many samples as possible from which to choose the groups. !
! The pre-test was conducted under timed conditions in order to maintain the validity of the 
test by minimising the number of times that a participant could listen to the audio prompt and 
practice before recording. The prompt information (the target sentences and the links to the online 
prompt recordings) was only made available at a predetermined time and with a 10-minute 
deadline. It was made clear to the participants that nothing sent after this time would be accepted. 
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Students were sweetened by the homework being worth double the points of regular homework, 
plus an additional participation point for everyone meeting the deadline.!
! In both classes, the best available time was negotiated. Due to evening classes and part-
time jobs, the most convenient time was 10pm on Monday 24th March. Separate Facebook pages 
are used for each class where, at exactly 10pm, the information was posted. In order to reduce the 
chances of problems, the previous two homework assignments had been self-recorded sentences 
as a dry run to work out the kinks. From this, we were able to set the standards the make the pre-
test successful. Students were to record their file:!
- in a quiet room, with no TV, music or general chatter in the background!
- holding the phone 20-30cm from their mouth at an angle (i.e., not directly in front where plosive 

sounds would ‘pop’ the mic, making the results unusable in the PRAAT software).!
- use only M4A, WAV or MP3 codecs, no proprietary codecs like Samsung’s 3GA or heavily 

compressed, ‘hissy’ AMR files!
- file title and email subjects should be “<Student Name> <Class Time> Timed Recording”!
In the afternoon of March 24th, a set of reminders was posted on Facebook. All this information 
had previously been explained in class, but was posted as there would be no time for any 
misunderstandings once the test was underway Under this post, students still had several hours in 
which to use the comments section to check anything they did not understand with me. !

!
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Finally at 10pm, the scheduled post went up.!

!
3.2 Pre-Test Materials!
Two audio prompts were used. A man’s voice for the male students and a woman’s voice for the 
female students. The man’s sample was recorded by me and the woman’s sample was recorded 
by a colleague at Incheon University. My background is in Section 2.3 above. The colleague is 
from Southern California and has been teaching English for six year, four of them in South Korea. 
She was informed the purpose of the study and the criteria below before recording.!
! The sentences were chosen to use four standard English intonation patterns: WH question, 
Yes/No Question, declarative statement, and falling list intonation. The sentences were selected 
using the following criteria.!
- They should be readable in a ‘neutral’ manner, meaning… !
- They should have a wide range of contexts, rather than norms that are only emotional or marked 

context, such as “Get your hands off me” or “I’m afraid it’s terminal”!
- They should be short enough for students to utter without multiple thought groups creating a 

cognitive overload!
- They should contain no unusual vocabulary, as Korean students tend to overly focus on 

unknown vocabulary!

Some sentences were taken from intonation examples in Celce-Murcia et al’s Teaching 
pronunciation: A course book and reference book (2010), also from which the patterns 
were selected. Using the criteria, the remaining sentences were selected based on on 
content of the lessons we would be covering across the semester in the course textbook 
for English Speaking, World Link 3, (Stempleski, Morgan & Douglas, 2005). The 16 
sentences were:!
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1. You aren’t allowed to drink, smoke or gamble.!
2. I'd like a coffee, tea and a muffin. !
3. I live with my mom, dad and brother.!
4. We have juice, water, and beer.!
!
5. I can be there by six. !
6. John cooked dinner for us.!
7. I’m going to a party tonight.!
8. I come from South Korea.!
!
9. Did you bring your passport?!
10.Has he finished it yet?!
11. Are you feeling better?!
12.Can you play the piano?!
!
13.What should I take?!
14.Why did you come here?!
15.Who is the first presenter?!
16.Which one is mine?!
The intonation pattern sentences were presented in groups of four so that the participants 
had the potential to notice similar patterns reoccurring. Because they were hearing sixteen 
sentences in less than two minutes, their short-term memory would not be able to hold 
specific information about each sentence, therefore by grouping the patterns together 
rather than randomising them, it gave the participants the chance to perceive the 
similarities between the patterns. The students were encouraged to use a ‘stop-start’ 
approach, pausing the audio after each sentence, recording themselves and pausing, then 
playing the next sentence. This would help their production by keeping the intonation in 
their short-term memory long enough to mimic it in their recording.!
!
3.3 Pre-Test Student Response!
At the arranged time, a pre-written scheduled post showed up on each classed Facebook site. 
Students had been informed to refresh the page at 10pm otherwise they would not see any new 
posts. The the student response to the timed test was unpredictably good. Out of a possible 49 
student samples, 43 were sent within the allotted time. Of those samples, 40 were usable. Two 
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were recorded in bars, with the clatter and chatter of patrons making the pitch impossible for 
PRAAT to plot, and one student somehow managed to send a 5-second blank file. !
! The usable files were then fed into PRAAT speech analysis software to be analysed for 
pitch changes. The program is designed for the analysis of speech in phonetics from the University 
of Amsterdam. From the results, two groups of 15 participants whose results were similar enough 
to show a fair comparison of the treatment were chosen.!
!
!
!
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4. Analysis of the Diagnostic Pre-
Test Results!
!
4.1 Analysis Method!
In PRAAT, the results were calculated from two different features. Firstly, where was the highest 
and lowest pitch of the utterance and were they on the same syllables as the audio prompts. As the 
participants had been instructed to use the same intonation as in the recordings, a high or low tone 
on the same syllable was considered correct. 
A minus score was given for the number of 
syllables before the target syllable and a 
positive score was given for the number of 
syllables after. For example, if the high tone 
(H) was 3 syllables before the (H) syllable of 
the audio prompt, the score would be -3. For 
two syllables after the (H), the score would be 
+2. Therefore, zero is ideal. !
! Secondly, were the pitches within an 
acceptable norm for English. This was 
calculated by taking the first syllable as the 
(M) and plotting how many hertz above and below the (H) and (L) were. This result was then 
converted to semi-tones, using the following equation taken from the PRAAT manual:!

12*log2(120/75) !
The change from hertz to semi-tones was chosen because semi-tones are easier to match with 
human perception (Li et al, 2010). In order to find what would be an acceptable range, six male 
and six female native speaker samples were taken to find the average (H) and (L) range. None of 
the native speakers were EFL teachers and were not instructed to read the sentences in any 
particular intonation pattern. The only direction they were given was to read the sentences in a 
‘neutral’ way, i.e., not angry, excited or marked. From this the average native pitch difference 
between (M) - (H) and (M) - (L) was taken, and any participant range between the audio prompt 
range and the native sample range would be considered a normal pitch change.!

MEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 4.54092772228266 -5.0164237476594

Native Speaker Average 4.86401810008858 -4.66019657751261
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!
4.2 Group Selection Method and Final Groups!
!
To create the groups, the students were ranked by the total of syllables that they missed the target 
(H) and (L) syllable by. From their (H) and (L) production, each student was given 1 point for each 
inaccurate syllable pitch position. For example, having a different (H) or (L) pitch to the sample 
would be 1 point, but having both (H) and (L) pitch syllables would be 2 points.!

In the above example, the yellow box is the (H) and blue is (L). We can see that (L) matches the 
Test Sample but the (H) comes too early are the second word. This would be 1 point because only 
one of the (H) and (L) does not match.!
! They students were ranked into categories, referred to here as the “Hit/Miss” score, of 
minus or plus five syllable positions, i.e., 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, and so on. Seven males and eight 
females were chosen to form one group. The groups were then matched have equal number of 
members from each and an average was taken to make sure the groups were equal. As we can 
see, the Control Group and the Treatment Group averages are very close - 12.86 and 13.06, 
respectively.!
!

WOMEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 5.22060310386534 -4.85922494555926

Native Speaker Average 3.95890265394289 -6.64262489641811

CONTROL GROUP

Total (H) Total (L) Total Hit/Miss

MEN 1 Max -29 -14 -43 16

2 Clark -25 -2 -27 16

3 김남규 -21 -11 -32 13

4 정경현 -11 -20 -31 14

5 염승재 -19 -2 -21 11

6 박진영 -10 -6 -16 12

7 함성준 0 -14 -14 15

WOMEN 8 왕혜진 -32 -28 -60 19
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!

!
4.1 Pre-Test Results (H) (L) - Control Group - Men!!

9 민유정 -27 -13 -40 17

10 윤수빈 -20 -11 -31 14

11 안지혜 -7 -6 -13 10

12 취지은 -23 -2 -25 10

13 신나라 -6 -24 -30 9

14 취아람 -16 2 -14 9

15 이주아 -4 -6 -10 8

AVERAGE / 32 12.8666666666667

Average Error % 40.2%

CONTROL GROUP

Total (H) Total (L) Total Hit/Miss

TREATMENT GROUP

Total (H) Total (L) Total Hit/Miss

MEN 1 박종찬 -15 -22 -37 16

2 박태영 -35 -1 -36 15

3 Michael -28 2 -26 15

4 쥐민수 -6 -22 -28 11

5 정준기 -10 -10 -20 10

6 신동환 -3 -11 -14 10

7 이한 6 3 9 10

WOMEN 8 소지윤 -14 -16 -30 18

9 신별 -30 -9 -39 16

10 오유경 -7 -11 -18 15

11 정혜선 -21 -4 -25 16

12 한슬 -14 -5 -19 13

13 김민주 -28 1 -27 13

14 황인지 -4 -10 -14 9

15 김주영 -11 -2 -13 9

AVERAGE / 32 13.0666666666667

Average Error % 40.83%
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As falling list intonation had been covered in the textbook just a week before the Pre-Test, it is no 
surprise that this was one of the most accurate of the patterns. However, there was still examples 
of a problem that frequently occurred through the test - ‘front loading’ the (H) tones. At the top we 
can see the test sample with the yellow (H) and blue (L).!

In other examples, the subject of the utterance seemed to be the (H) tone for several participants. 
In the example below, we can see most participants ‘slide’ from a (M) tone up to (H) on “John”.!

!
Another example happened with “Did you bring your passport?”, despite Korean having an 
upwards intonation, three of the participants put the (H) on “you” with all of them missing the (L).!
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The results point to the participants having a sense that English has an intonation, but applying to 
to unusual places, such as the subject of the utterance.!
!
4.2 Pre-Test Results (H) (L) - Control Group - Women!!
Similar to the male response, the female participants ‘front loaded’ the (H) falling list patterns and 
overrode their L1 instinct to have the (H) tone at the end of a Yes/No question.!

! !

With the female participants, the opposite happened with some Yes/No questions, where instead of 
starting with the (M) tone, they started with (L) and just continued going up to (H). Below we can 
see the blue (L) within the first two words of all but one of the responses.!
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!
4.3 Pre-Test Results - Pitch - Control Group!
Below is the pitch differences between (M)-(H) and (M)-(L) compared to the native speaker range. 
As an average, the group (H) is reasonably close to an acceptable range, being just over half a 
semitone below the audio prompt and almost a whole semitone below the native average. The (L) 
is within the same range over the native average. As individuals, there are some who do not go 
high enough and go extremely low. The groups were not ranked according to this speech filter, but 
it will be part of the analysis in the Post-Test as to whether exposure to intonation and practice 
made any difference to their pitch ranges.!

!
!

MEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 4.54092772228266 -5.0164237476594

Native Speaker Average 4.86401810008858 -4.66019657751261

Max 6.94961094183166 -7.14359657781172

Clark 4.78468803164727 -7.11219214976005

김남규 3.9324300416317 -3.43518463496169

정경현 5.68304636813634 -4.42781295488689

염승재 3.88935698524093 -4.1998876850511

박진영 2.501746374173 -4.58075326904584

함성준 4.67499512579852 -3.24191388855618

Control Group Average 4.63083912406563 -4.87733445143907

WOMEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 5.22060310386534 -4.85922494555926

Native Speaker Average 3.95890265394289 -6.64262489641811

왕혜진 4.4879306952854 -5.60378596842016

민유정 3.37557997335328 -10.3173235551701

윤수빈 2.21095646875973 -7.85795970252719

안지혜 4.4879306952854 -5.60378596842016

취지은 2.21095646875973 -7.85795970252719

신나라 4.59092827920513 -7.38702377380737

취아람 3.4139219971633 -6.33540002127701

이주아 3.23210496984405 -4.2693999110346

Control Group Average 3.38046754193939 -4.45999844857707
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4.4 Pre-Test Results (H) (L) - Treatment Group - Men!!
With both male and female participants, we can see the ‘front loading’ of the (H) tone. The 
utterances begin on the (H) and slide down into the (L).!
“Can you play the piano?” had more examples of ‘front loading’ the (H) but also showed that the (L) 
position was causing some confusion. We can infer that the participants were aware the there was 
an upwards intonation at the end, but their ability to perceive the lowest point caused them to ‘slide’ 
from the (L) to the (H) across the utterance. !
! The three participants that put (H) on “you” had some very unusual sounding intonation 
which seemed to indicate an awareness that their should be intonation but a lack of awareness as 
to where was appropriate.!
!

“Who is the first presenter?” had one of the biggest ranges of (H) and (L) tones for this group, 
where three of the participants responded using their instinctive question intonation and used (H) 
at the end of the utterance.!

!
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 In other examples there seemed to be no consistent pattern across the participants.!

!
4.5 Pre-Test Results (H) (L) - Treatment Group - Women!!
The female participants had the same problems in terms of (H) placement as well as some 
problems similar to the control group with starting (L) and sliding up to (H) and visa versa. All three 
examples below show (H) and (L) placed at the front of the utterance, creating the unusual ‘sliding’ 
intonation. !
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!
This results in an unnatural intonation pattern where the content words are not made prominent, 
making the message somewhat confusing for the listener as the important elements are not 
emphasised.!
!
4.6 Pre-Test Results - Pitch - Treatment Group!
The (M) - (H) tone difference similar to the Control Group, where as the (M) - (L) is more in line 
with the average native speaker number. Like the Control Group, these results will be compared to 
the Post-Test figures as to whether the treatment made any difference to their pitch ranges.!

!!!

WOMEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 5.22060310386534 -4.85922494555926

Native Speaker Average 3.95890265394289 -6.64262489641811

소지윤 2.35234797240021 -4.59531623198476

신별 4.14900474778442 -4.75288992970692

오유경 4.24591503380892 -3.15501414956953

정혜선 4.79586099199912 -6.38218450098721

한슬 2.33538493921547 -3.35901342111154

김민주 3.13257429014055 -5.075809343197

황인지 3.34008981147397 -8.06156097661989

김주영 4.86659531795251 -6.17954521390847

Control Group Average 4.65060118747354 -4.4077981376704

MEN Mid Tone to High Tone (in 
Semi-Tones)

Mid Tone to Low Tone (in Semi-
Tones)

Audio Prompt Average 4.54092772228266 -5.0164237476594

Native Speaker Average 4.86401810008858 -4.66019657751261

박종찬 4.00181095881909 -4.83312999109292

박태영 4.01286325327789 -6.42584437402898

Michael 4.15592033249552 -4.30486298660866

쥐민수 3.73334969505396 -4.89368914451726

정준기 3.3610317928536 -3.35606610414072

신동환 2.29352932938498 -2.96799032892049

이한 4.95631534549491 -3.93894136844779

Control Group Average 3.78783152962571 -4.38864632825097
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4.7 Intonation summary for both groups!
It seems clear from the Pre-Test results that there is an awareness of English intonation, 
something which was telegraphed by the instructions prior to starting the test. Some of the 
participants stick to their L1 instinct and apply the same intonation purposes whereas others apply 
somewhat exaggerated and misplaced (H) tones. In many samples, there was no awareness of 
(M)-(H)-(L) or (M)-(L)-(H), instead simply starting (L) and finishing (H) or visa versa. !
! The most accurate of the samples came from the falling list patterns, however, this is 
unsurprising as it had been covered along with ‘content words’ in the textbook a week prior to the 
test. While this may have somewhat diluted the results, it does highlight the difference in 
awareness of intonation patterns, as that type were by far the most accurate of the patterns. We 
can infer from this that the participants could apply their knowledge of falling list intonation 
relatively quickly, but did not yet have awareness of the other patterns. The Post-Test will show 
whether the awareness of the remaining patterns can catch up with their list intonation awareness. 
From these results, the goals and objectives can be formed.!
!
5. Goals and Objectives!
1. Raise awareness of English intonation patterns by using weekly visualisation practice.!

The musical staff should provide a familiar sense of a pitch and it's relation to the sounds 
around it. Even if a participant cannot play an instrument, there is still a schematic 
understanding of what is a high note and what is a low note on a musical scale. Even as a 
familiar tool, there will be a learning curve when it comes to plotting the 'notes' of practice 
audio prompts. However, it will be stressed to them that they are not trying to perfectly 
match every syllable of the sentences as notes, but to boost their sensitivity to the pitch 
changes.!

!
2. Discovery how effective visualisation is as a method of improving English intonation, compared 

to traditional intuitive-imitative techniques, in the following areas:!
i. The ability to perceive and accurately reproduce high and low pitch intonations based on the 

audio prompts. If the treatment works as intended then the (H) and (L) tones in the Post-
Test should better match the audio prompts positions. The participants should understand 
that the patterns in the audio prompts should not be considered the 'correct' and only pitch 
positions for that type of pattern, and that intonation changes by context, but they should 
mimic what they hear as closely as they can.!

ii. Improving either 'flat' or 'exaggerated' pitch range from Mid to High and Mid to Low when 
compared to native speaker norms. Due to the differences in Korean and English intonation 
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patterns, participants often do not change pitch enough or too much. Combined with 
unusual prominence placement, this can be quite distracting to the listener as the message 
gets lost in the abnormal suprasegmental features. This study will also assess whether the 
visualisation treatment has any effect on the range of (H) from (M) and (L) from (M) when 
compared to the native speaker norms calculated for this study.!

!
6. The Action Plan!
The Control Group (CG) and the Treatment Group (TG) need to have the same input for the 
treatment to be valid. The only difference between the two is that TG use the musical staff 
visualisation approach. Except for that, the amount of time given to intonation each lesson is the 
same. In the plan below, each class is broken down into the steps that will be taken for both groups 
and then the CG and TG differences. The broader plan for the classes include:!
• Weeks 1 & 2, the plan is to get the participants used to listening for intonation changes and 

using the musical staff. !
• Weeks 3 & 4, the students build their sensitivity by dealing with the first big difference between 

English and Korean Intonation - WH questions.!
• Weeks 5 & 6, the idea of thought groups and prominence can be introduced in order to 

establish the contextual nature of suprasegmental features. !
• Weeks 7 & 8 will be a wider view. As falling list intonation has already been covered in the 

textbook before the treatment began, there is less need to isolate it. Therefore, all four patterns 
will be presented in dialogues to give the students a sense of context and usage. Week 7 is an 
everyday neutral kind of situation (in a coffee shop), whereas Week 8 is a more emotional 
situation with an annoyed customer in a restaurant. !

!
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!
Week 1 & 2 - 
Yes/No Qs

Class Content For Both Classes

Objective Participants begin more focused intonation perception

Both Groups - 5 mins • Listen to five different audio samples once. Teacher asks some attention 
raising questions to elicit the responses “Questions” “Yes/No”.!

• Participants told about the (M) (H) and (L) tones in English, and asked to 
focus on the (H) and (L) intonation of the samples…

Control Group (CG) - 
10 mins

• CG are given a list of the sentences.!
• The audio sample is played three times with pauses after each utterance. 

CG are told to listen and repeat only focusing on intonation.!
• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were!
• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are told to the participants, and 

they compare to their answers!
• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• TG are given a list of the sentences with a blank staff over each. They are 
shown an example on the projector of how an utterance intonation can be 
written on a staff.!

• The audio sample is played three times with pauses after each utterance. 
TG are told to listen and repeat only focusing on intonation, and to add the 
notes to the staff as they perceived it.!

•

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were, 
comparing their staffs!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are shown to the participants as 
musical staffs on the projector, and they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L) 
and, using a different coloured pen, correct their staffs if necessary!

• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs based on the notes

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. This activity has been adapted so each role requires the use of 
Yes/No questions. Participants are reminded during the set up to pay special 
attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record themselves saying the 
sample sentences for the day.!

• The sample is emailed to the teacher
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Reflection Session 1 - Yes/No Qs!
The class followed the steps laid out in Section 6 above. In both groups, there was a sense of 
interest at doing something new in an English class. The Treatment Group was especially intrigued 
at using the musical staff and the whole concept in general, that English actually had variations 
that could be plotted like that. The Korean educational mentality showed through again when the 
‘correct’ notes were projected because a significant number of students clearly wanted to get the 
‘right’ answer first time. It had been explained before the audio was played that the aim was not to 
get every note correct but to get a sense of the rises and falls in general, but specifically the 
highest and lowest notes.!

!
!
!
!

Reflection Session 2 - Yes/No Qs!
The response from the Treatment Group was equally enthusiastic in the second class and they 
seemed to enjoy reading the sentences following the notes quite a lot. Again, there seemed to be a 
sense that they should be getting the answers correct and some frustration from a few students 
that they could not perceive the high and low notes accurately. Once again, I tried to calm them 
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3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! Do  you  think  you'll  have  children?!!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!!
! Will  you  go  to  college?!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! Are  you  going  to  get  married?!!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! Do  you  think  it'll  rain?!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!!
! Are  you  going  to  live  alone?!



down and explain that, as they had never done this before, they should see this as the beginning of 
learning, rather than something they should have mastered already.!
! The speech practice during an activity was a lot smoother than the previous week, which 
had been quite staccato as they followed the notes. I suggested to them that they connect the 
notes with a smooth contour line and this seemed to help. Most of the sentences are only one or 
two thought groups so it is possible to join the notes together as connected speech.!
!

!

!

!
!
!
!
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Week 3 - WH Qs Class Content For Both Classes

Objective Participants become aware of Korean and English intonation differences

Both Groups - 5 mins • Listen to five different audio samples once. Teacher asks some attention 
raising questions to elicit the responses “Questions” “what, where when…”.!

• Participants told about the (M) (H) and (L) tones in English, and asked to 
focus on the (H) and (L) intonation of the samples…

Control Group (CG) - 
10 mins

• CG are given a list of the sentences and told to mark an ‘H’ and an ‘L’ 
where they think the highest and lowest points are!

• The audio sample is played three with pauses after each utterance. In 
pairs, the students compare their sentences and can move the ‘H’ and ‘L’ if 
they think it is in a different place.!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are told to the participants, and 
they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L) 
and CG are told to listen and repeat only focusing on intonation.!

• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• TG are given a list of the sentences with a blank staff over each. In pairs, 
students speculate on where they think the (H) and (L) tones will be.!

• The audio sample is played three times with pauses after each utterance. 
TG are told to listen and repeat only focusing on intonation, and to add the 
notes to the staff as they perceived it.!

• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were, 
comparing their staffs!

•

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are shown to the participants as 
musical staffs on the projector, and they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L) 
and, using a different coloured pen, correct their staffs if necessary!

• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs based on the notes

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample questions were chosen to fit the activity. Participants 
are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record themselves saying the 
sample sentences for the day.!

• The sample is emailed to the teacher



Reflection Session 3 - WH Questions 1!
The influence of L1 was clear after the first listen through the audio. When asked where (H) was, 
most participants answered at the end. We listened again and they added the notes to their sheets. 
They gave the same answer, though many were aware I would not be asking the same question 
again if they had been correct.There was considerable surprise when they were told the real 
position and that, in fact, the final sound is (L). This helped to encourage a sensitivity to what they 
were actually hearing rather than for what they expected to here. It could have been an important 
moment in their intonation perception where they had to sharpen their skills. !
! Looking at the participants’ staffs, there still seems to be a problem with perceiving the 
difference between (L) and (M). Some students still had the final syllable as (M). It seems, from the 
first three weeks, that the (H) perception is more accurate than the (L) perception, so this is 
something to keep an eye on for the remainder of the treatment.!
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3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! How    do    I    get    there?!!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!!
! When     is     the     next      bus?!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! What     kind     of     movie    is     it? !!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!
! Why     did     you    choose     it?!!
3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!!!
! Which    cup     is      yours?!



!!

Week 4 - WH Qs Class Content For Both Classes

Objective Participants begin to apply the innovation patterns to dialogues.

Both Groups - 5 mins • Listen to “Interrogation” audio scene, first just for context and meaning.!
• Second play. Participants told about the (M) (H) and (L) tones in English, 

and asked to focus on the (H) and (L) intonation of the scene.

Control Group (CG) - 
10 mins

• CG are given the dialogue handout and told to listen and repeat only 
focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with pauses 
after each utterance.!

• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are told to the participants, and 
they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but change the 

information, e.g., McDonalds, an Italian Restaurant, etc…

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• TG are given the dialogue handout with staffs and told to listen and repeat 
only focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with 
pauses after each utterance. The participants repeat and then add their 
notes to the staff!

• After, the students compare their staffs in pairs where the (H) and (L) by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are shown to the participants as 
staffs on the projector, and they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but can change the 

information

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample questions were chosen to fit the activity. Participants 
are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record themselves saying the 
sample sentences for the day.!

• The sample is emailed to the teacher
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Samples of WH Questions Week 4 Musical Staff and Notes 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Week 5 - 
Declarative 
Statements

Class Content For Both Classes

Objective • Something fun after the midterms, building sensitivity to the meaning behind 
tone positions.!

• Thought groups are introduced

Both Groups - 5 mins • The participants are each given a kazoo and given a quick lesson in how to 
play it.!

• The teachers ‘plays’ three sentences, each time the (H) moves closer 
towards the end of the utterance.!

• Participants mimic the ‘tune’!
• The sentence is “She remembered the address exactly” with the following 

(H) tones 
“She remembered the address exactly” 
“She remembered the address exactly” 
“She remembered the address exactly”

Control Group (CG) - 5 
mins

• CG are given a list of the same sentence three times - “She remembered 
the address exactly”!

• Participants are told that the ‘tunes’ are the same sentence, and to think 
about how they feel different.!

• The teacher plays the same three intonation ‘tunes’ again. The students 
mimic it while reading along with the sentences.!

• Participants discuss what difference they feel with each one.!
• Their ideas are briefly discussed as a class.!
• On the projector, the teacher shows the three sentences in context: 

- “She didn’t forget, she remembered the address exactly”  
- “She forgot the name, but she remembered the address exactly”  
- “The details were perfect, she remembered the address exactly”

Control Group (CG) - 5 
mins

• The teacher strikes through the phrases at the beginning, explaining they 
are unnecessary because the message is communicated in the intonation 
patterns!

• Teacher demonstrates the intonation patterns and the participants listen 
and repeat.!

• Participants practice in pairs with one reading the first phrase, e.g., “She 
didn’t forget…” and the other completing it with the appropriate (H) 
placement.

Week 5 - 
Declarative 
Statements
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Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• CG are given a list of the same sentence three times - “She remembered 
the address exactly” - with three blank staffs.!

• Participants are told that the ‘tunes’ are the same sentence, and to think 
about how they feel different and plot the notes on the staffs!

• The teacher plays the same three intonation ‘tunes’ again. The students 
mimic it while writing the notes on the staff.!

• Participants discuss what difference they feel with each one.!
• Their ideas are briefly discussed as a class.!
• On the projector, the teacher shows the three sentences in context along 

with the notes on the staff: 
- “She didn’t forget, she remembered the address exactly”  
- “She forgot the name, but she remembered the address exactly”  
- “The details were perfect, she remembered the address exactly” 
Participants correct their notes if necessary

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• The teacher strikes through the phrases at the beginning, explaining they 
are unnecessary because the message is communicated in the intonation 
patterns!

• Teacher demonstrates the intonation patterns and the participants listen 
and repeat.!

• Participants practice in pairs with one reading the first phrase, e.g., “She 
didn’t forget…” and the other completing it with the appropriate (H) 
placement using their notes.

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample statements were chosen to fit the activity. 
Participants are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their 
intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record themselves saying the 
sample sentences for the day.!

• The sample is emailed to the teacher

Class Content For Both ClassesWeek 5 - 
Declarative 
Statements
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Reflection Session 4 & 5 - WH Questions 2 and 
Declarative 1 (one class)!
At 25 minutes, this was one of the longer sessions we had mainly due to the length of the scene 
and the varying 'moving parts' of the lesson, such as the schematic background of 'interrogation' 
and so on. !
! Thought groups seemed quite simple after the initial confusion. Because of high school 
English exercises, some students thought they were marking the grammar chunks rather than the 
idea chunks, but with some readings from me using bad thought group divisions, it became clearer 
and most people got the idea quickly.!
! The lesson went very well and the over-the-top acting was a pleasant change from the 
usual English dialogues and the previous intonation practice. This scene tone was a deliberate 
choice as I could feel the students getting weary of the routine already, and because of the national 
holidays, we would have two intonation sessions in one class. On top of that, it was the first class 
back after the midterm, so the students were suffering from post-exam week burnout. Therefore, 
this class needed to get and hold their attention and be silly and fun. After the focused analysis and 
practice, they performed the script and told to be as dramatic as possible including (pretend) 
roughing up of their partner. This raised the mood considerably and after, when pairs volunteered 
to perform for the class, there was some very good hammy performances, getting applause from 
their peers. !
! The addition of the kazoos for the second part of the class, Declarative 1, raised the 
interest but mainly because almost no one in the room knew what a kazoo was. After some 
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instrument tutorial, I split the room into three and we did some “Twist and Shout” harmonies to 
practice kazoo skills and to help link the intonation practice that would come later to the idea of 
musical tones.!
! The practice sentence used was adapted from emphatic stress research by Kim (2008). 
Because the concept of raising intonation on an important word, a word that would also be 
stressed in English, is not an alien concept to Koreans, the drills went well for the most part, with 
the learners hitting the (H) on the right word. For a significant number of learners, there was still 
problems with the (L), both in speech and in the staffs. The end of the thought group consistently 
seemed to end (M), and did not go low enough. The staffs for several students told to same story, 
which points to two things. Firstly, that they do not perceive (M) and (L) as being different enough. 
But, secondly, it does show that they are quite accurately annotating their staffs. In the classes 
following, the (L) needs to be more exaggerated to be noticed and applied.!
!
Week 6 - 
Declarative 
Statements

Class Content For Both Classes

Objective Something fun after the midterms, building sensitivity to the meaning behind 
tone positions.

Both Groups - 5 mins • Schema activating on ‘break ups’ using images and eliciting some related 
vocab. The pragmatic meaning of “we need to talk” in this context is 
established.!

• Groups listen to the audio scene and answer some general questions about 
what was happening and why the female character slapped the male 
character.

Control Group (CG) - 5 
mins

• CG are given the script for the scene and are asked to focus on the same 
lines as the TG!

• First, participants listen for the thought groups!
• Second, they listen for the (H) and (L) for the groups!
• Intonation (H) and (L) for those lines are explained!
• Audio is played one more time for participants to process the intonation 

along with the audio

Control Group (CG) - 5 
mins

• The teacher again strikes through the phrases at the beginning, explaining 
they are unnecessary because the message is communicated in the 
intonation patterns!

• Teacher demonstrates the intonation patterns and the participants listen 
and repeat.!

• Participants practice in pairs with one reading only the last phrase, e.g., 
“I’ve been waiting here for you” and the other saying what they think is the 
first phrase based on the intonation.

Week 6 - 
Declarative 
Statements
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!
Reflection Session 6 - Declarative 2!
Even with exaggeration on the (L), a lot of the students were not going low enough and finishing a 
thought group on a (M). The further thought group practice went well and some students were able 
to apply it well without too much pausing for thought. During the script performance, they were 
again reminded to go ‘extra’ low on the (L). The mood in the room was very positive during the 

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• TG are given the script with the musical staff above certain likes of the 
dialogue!

• First, participants listen for the thought groups!
• Second, they plot the notes for those selected lines, paying attention to the 

(H) and (L). !
• Intonation for those lines are shown on the projector!
• Audio is played one more time for participants to process the intonation 

along with the audio

Treatment Group (TG) - 
5 mins

• On the projector, the teacher shows the three sentences in context: 
- “You’re late! I’ve been waiting here for you”  
- “You were in the wrong place! I’ve been waiting here for you” 
- “Why did John come here instead of you? I’ve been waiting here for you”!

• The teacher again strikes through the phrases at the beginning, explaining 
they are unnecessary because the message is communicated in the 
intonation patterns!

• Teacher demonstrates the spoken intonation patterns and the participants 
listen and repeat.!

• Participants practice in pairs with one reading only the last phrase, e.g., 
“I’ve been waiting here for you” and the other saying what they think is the 
first phrase based on the intonation.

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

The scene is performed in pairs with special attention to those selected lines. !
Volunteers perform the scene for the class!
Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample sentences were chosen to fit the activity. Participants 
are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record themselves saying the 
sample sentences for the day.!

• The sample is emailed to the teacher

Class Content For Both ClassesWeek 6 - 
Declarative 
Statements
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performances and some students even started spontaneously adapting the final line to different 
explanations - “it’s…my mom’s” or “sisters’”, which suggests they were having fun with the forms 
and scenario.!
! A problem that I had begun to notice over the previous sessions was the staccato delivery 
of the sentences from the treatment group. To try and counteract this, I put a smooth line 
connected the notes to try and imply the idea that the notes were actually part of one smooth 
intonation contour, rather than individual notes. When the learners were annotating the staffs, they 
were also told to connect the notes with a line connecting the them. This helped to smooth out the 
speech. !
! From this week, I had also started to make special ‘clean’ versions of the scenes to make it 
easier for the participants to hear the dialogue tones and contours without the distraction of the 
foley sound effects underneath. The speakers in the classroom are not particularly good quality, so 
by removing the background for activities that require a more !
! The notes for a lot of students were not going to the top (H) or (L) lines. This may be 
because the students are thinking about only three tones and are confused by the five lines of the 
staff. Therefore, in future classes, I will 'grey out' the second and fourth lines so there are three 
clear black lines at the top, middle and bottom of the staff. This may help re-focus the students and 
re-establish the top line as (H) and the bottom line as (L). Also, I will change the 1, 2, 3 next to the 
lines to (H), (M), and (L). !
! This week, the homework was to record the dialogue in pairs. Firstly, this was to make it 
more interesting and cooperative. Secondly, it was to try and give some exposure to other people's 
intonation features. 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Week 7 - Falling 
List

Class Content For Both Classes

Objective List intonation in a neutral dialogue with other patterns

Both Groups - 5 mins • The participants listen to the first foley sound of a short dialogue (it’s a 
coffee shop) and it is paused. They speculate on where it is.!

• The full dialogue is played!
• Participants answer some basic questions, “where was it?” “what was 

happening in the scene?”

Control Group (CG) - 
10 mins

• CG are given the dialogue handout and told to listen and repeat only 
focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with pauses 
after each utterance.!

• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are told to the participants, and 
they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but change the 

information, e.g., McDonalds, an Italian Restaurant, etc…

Treatment Group (TG) - 
10 mins

• TG are given the dialogue handout with staffs and told to listen and repeat 
only focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with 
pauses after each utterance. The participants repeat and then add their 
notes to the staff!

• After, the students compare their staffs in pairs where the (H) and (L) by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are shown to the participants as 
staffs on the projector, and they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but change the 

information, e.g., McDonalds, an Italian Restaurant, etc…

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample falling lists were chosen to fit the activity. Participants 
are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record the dialogue with a 
partner, taking turns for each role.!

• The file is emailed to the teacher



!
Reflection Session 7 - Falling List 1!
From the homework samples, there was still problems with students not going low enough with 
their tones. The new music staffs were ABCD. The falling list intonation was no problem for the 
group because they were already familiar with the tone shifts so I shifted the focus from purely 
falling list intonation to a more general overview of what we have covered so far. All the dialogues 
we have used have incorporated declarative statements, WH questions and yes/no questions, so 
in the students practice performance, they were instructed to focus on all the aspects. !
! Although the students were familiar with the tone shifts of the items in a list, this was the 
first time that they had also considered the utterances as thought groups and how the phrases 
attached to the items are a separate thought group or groups. However, students were quick to 
pick up this new element. While they seemed to get the concept easily, there is still the issue of not 
going low enough although this was noticeably improved from the standard of the homework. !
! For the homework they were reminded to specifically copy the intonation patterns from the 
recording. This was so they could start to focus more on how the post test would be looking at. In 
this class, they were also informed of the post test next week.!
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Week 8 - Falling 
List

Class Content For Both Classes

Objective List intonation in a marked dialogue with other patterns & putting all the 
patterns together

Both Groups - 5 mins • The participants listen to the first foley sound of a short dialogue (it’s a 
restaurant shop) and it is paused. They speculate on where it is.!

• The full dialogue is played!
• Participants answer some basic questions, “where was it?” “what was 

happening in the scene?”

Control Group (CG) - 
10 mins

• CG are given the dialogue handout and told to listen and repeat only 
focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with pauses 
after each utterance.!

• After, the students discuss in pairs where the (H) and (L) tones were by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are told to the participants, and 
they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but change the 

information, e.g., McDonalds, an Italian Restaurant, etc…

Treatment Group (TG) - 
10 mins

• TG are given the dialogue handout with staffs and told to listen and repeat 
only focusing on intonation. The audio sample is played three times with 
pauses after each utterance. The participants repeat and then add their 
notes to the staff!

• After, the students compare their staffs in pairs where the (H) and (L) by 
acting out the dialogue!

• The correct (H) and (L) for those samples are shown to the participants as 
staffs on the projector, and they compare to their answers!

• Samples are played once more for the participants to notice the (H) and (L)!
• Participants practice reading the samples in pairs but change the 

information, e.g., Korean restaurant, a pub, etc…

Both Groups 5-10 
minutes

Later in the class, participants will do an activity for the Target Language of the 
textbook unit. The sample falling lists were chosen to fit the activity. Participants 
are reminded during the set up to pay special attention to their intonation

Homework • On the class Facebook page, a link is posted to the audio sample on sound 
cloud.com!

• Each student should listen to the sample and record the dialogue with a 
partner, taking turns for each role.!

• The file is emailed to the teacher



Reflection Session 8 - Falling Intonation 2!
There was a round of applause when I announced it would be our final audio practice, whether this 
was relief or an appreciation of their own hard work will be revealed in the final surveys. As they 
were already comfortable and familiar with listing intonation and the thought groups within the 
utterances, this treatment focused more on putting it all together as the audio had all four of the 
treatment patterns to practice. The scene was suitably normal (a customer complaining to a waiter) 
and grotesque (the customer is served spit-filled coffee) that it contained relatable dialogue with 
some fun and unusual for an English class. The mood was positive and, just from listening to the 
pairs as I walked around the room, the low tones seemed to have noticeably improved. !
! At the end of the activity, the participants were reminded that the final post test was that 
evening and reconfirmed that everyone was still available. They were reminded that we would see 
if their intonation had changed since the first test, which seemed to raise their enthusiasm for it. !
! The group had become accustomed to the formula of the treatment and did not need much 
direction as to what they needed to do. Connecting the notes seems to have had a positive effect 
on the smoothness of their fluency, meaning their are intonation contours between the notes rather 
than a staccato 'hopping' between them. Renaming the top and bottom lines with (H) and (L) rather 
than the numbers and greying out lines 2 and 4 had a positive effect on the participants using the 
high and low lines more consistently.!
!
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NAME: English Intonation Falling 2

Waiter: Here's your check.!
Customer: Hang on. Are you kidding?!
!
H-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Waiter: Is   there   a   problem?!!
H-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

Customer: I ordered the soup, spaghetti and a glass of wine.!!
H-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!

Customer: I   canceled   the   cheese   cake. !!
Waiter: Oh, I'm sorry. Let me change that.!!
H-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Waiter: So it’s just a glass of wine, spaghetti and soup?!
Customer: Yeh, that's right.!!
H-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
M-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
Customer: Why  does  this  happen  every  time  I  come  here?!
!
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8 Post-Test Results and 
Discussion!
The post-test was identical to the pre-test. It took place on the day of the final treatment at 10pm 
for both the control and treatment group. The participants were informed that it would be similar to 
the pre-test but were not told that it would be identical. The same time limits were imposed and the 
prompt audio was re-uploaded with a new private link. The Facebook posts for both groups were 
pre-written and tagged as “scheduled posts” so they would automatically be posted on both 
groups’ pages simultaneously at precisely 10pm. Participants were reminded to refresh their page 
at 10pm or they would not see the new post.! All participants emailed their audio files within the 
time limit and all with ‘clean signals’, meaning that any background noise did not interfered with 
PRAAT’s ability to detect the pitches. The results are as follows. !
!
8.1 Control Group High and Low pitch placement!
N.B. - the test counted errors, therefore LOWER SCORES ARE BETTER.!

!
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!
8.2 Treatment Group High and Low pitch placement!
!

!!

!
8.3 Breakdown and Discussion by Intonation Pattern!
Green indicates improvement in accuracy, orange no change and red is a reduction in accuracy.!

Average individual error points - 
LOW is best Pre-Test Post-test Percentage 

Improvement

Control group 12.86 10.6 7.8%

Treatment group 13.06 9.13 12.3%

Treatment vs. Control % 
Difference 5.2%

Falling List Pre-Test Post-Test DIff

You aren’t allowed to drink, smoke or 
gamble.

Control 11 9 -3

Treatment 6 5 -1

I'd like a coffee, tea and a muffin. Control 8 3 -5

Falling List
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This pattern showed the most improvement of the four, but was also the most accurate in the pre-
test. This may be because, as mentioned above, we had already covered this intonation pattern in 
the textbook the week before the treatment began. Both control and treatment group improved the 
same. Most of the errors made in the post-test were from placing (H) on the second syllable,  
“aren’t”, or “allowed”. Below is an example of the contour change between the pre- and post-test 
for a treatment group participant for the sentence “You aren’t allowed to drink smoke or gamble”. 
Notice how the (H) changes from “aren’t” to “drink”. !

!
!

Treatment 5 0 -5

I live with my mom, dad and brother. Control 6 3 -3

Treatment 8 2 -6

We have juice, water, and beer. Control 4 2 -2

Treatment 4 3 -1

Control Total -13

Treatment Total -13

Pre-Test Post-Test DIffFalling List
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This pattern proved the most problematic, with the treatment group showing a relatively modest 
improvement and the control group becoming less accurate. One intonation habit that some 
participants from the pre-test had was to put the (H) on the second syllable of a sentence. From 
the results it seems like this habit has not yet been broken. This was particularly clear for the 
female voice prompt “I come from South Korea”, where the (H) was placed on the second syllable 
and, as a result, 10 out of 16 female participants in both groups got the placement correct in both 
the pre- and post test. Male participants also went high on the second syllable consistently, with 12 
out of 14 participants correcting placing the (H), with the treatment group getting it 100% correct in 
the post-test. In the pre- and post-test, the second syllable (H) placement made up 20% of all 
incorrect treatment group responses and 24% of the incorrect control group responses. Except for 
the falling intonation sentences, prompts with second-syllable (H) was more accurate than any 
other sample in the pre- and post- tests. The second most consistently accurate for female 
participants was “Which one is mine?”, which for the female audio prompt also had the (H) on the 
second syllable. !
! This suggests there there is some compulsion or instinct when speaking English to make 
the second syllable prominent, regardless of context or intention. This does not happen in Korean 
intonation, so we could speculate that because of the subject-verb-object structure of English, 
participants are in the habit of stressing the verb of the sentence, which in basic forms would often 
be the second word, with pronouns being one syllable. This pronunciation habit is then applied to 
all sentences regardless of what the second syllable is or what the prominent lexical item of the 
sentence should be. Below is an example of the second item of “I can be there by six” being 
stressed in the pre-test but moved to “there” in the post-test from the same participant.!
!
!
!

Declarative Pre-Test Post-Test DIff

I can be there by six.  Control 17 19 +2

Treatment 24 19 -5

John cooked dinner for us. Control 12 15 +3

Treatment 8 9 +1

I’m going to a party tonight. Control 12 12 0

Treatment 10 8 -2

I come from South Korea. Control 8 6 -2

Treatment 5 5 0

Control Total +1

Treatment Total -6
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WH questions saw the biggest gains in accuracy. In Korean pronunciation, all questions rise at the 
end, however, this was not the most consistent error in either the pre- or post-tests, but some 
students went with their L1 habits. However, from the results, awareness of an end-word falling 
question intonation was raised by both the traditional teaching techniques and the visualisation 
method. The total improvement figures suggest that the visualisation method is more helpful. The 
example below shows the participant changing the (H) from the last syllable to a (H)-(L) falling 
intonation for “What should I take?”!
!
!

WH questions Pre-Test Post-Test DIff

What should I take? Control 10 11 +1

Treatment 13 11 -2

Why did you come here? Control 14 5 -9

Treatment 17 7 -10

Who is the first presenter? Control 17 14 -3

Treatment 18 12 -6

Which one is mine? Control 17 10 -7

Treatment 10 6 -4

Control Total -18

Treatment Total -22
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!

“Can you play the piano?” caused problems as most control group participants put (L) on “the” 
rather than the “a” in “piano”. This does, in fact, fit with the way in which the practice audio prompts 
broke their thought groups after the article, such as “I ordered the / soup / spaghetti / and a / glass 
of wine” (see p.51 above). However, the test centres around whether they can perceive and 
reproduce the thought groups that the prompts use. In the case of both the female and male test 
prompts, this was not the case. !

Yes/No Questions Pre-Test Post-Test DIff

Did you bring your passport? Control 14 5 -9

Treatment 15 15 0

Has he finished it yet? Control 20 19 -1

Treatment 19 14 -5

Are you feeling better? Control 10 11 +1

Treatment 14 9 -5

Can you play the piano? Control 13 15 +2

Treatment 19 11 -8

Control Total -7

Treatment Total -18
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! The most common error with Yes/No Questions was, as discussed in ‘declarative’ above, 
putting the (H) on the second syllable. In all four of the prompts, the second syllable was a 
pronoun, so it may be that Korean speakers think that the pronoun is the prominent feature of a 
sentence or thought group. Looking at the prompts individually, it becomes clear that the pronouns 
become the focus for both (H) and (L) tones, despite them not being a focus except for the male 
“Did you (L) bring your passport?” and female “Did you bring your (L) passport?”. Most of the errors 
occurred around putting either a high or low tone mistakenly on the pronoun. “Has he finished it 
yet?” was particularly troublesome, where participants shifted the pre-test error from (L) on “has” to 
(L) or (H) on either “he” or “yet”. The actual tones were “Has he finished (L) it yet (H)?”. It is 
possible to conclude that the concept of pronouns being important, prominent items in a sentence 
overrides their ability to perceive the actual intonation patterns they are hearing. This is possibly 
also the result of them having a written version of the sentences in front of them. Their literacy 

begins to interfere with the aural information they are receiving. The contours below show a pre- to 
post-test change in “Did you bring your passport?” from (H) on “you” to a high on on “port”.!
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!
8.4 Comparison of Control Group and Treatment group 
High and Low Pitch Levels!
Based on the analysis of male and female native speakers, an intonation norm would be between 
4 and 5 semitones for HIGH and -4 and -5 semitones for LOW.!

!
The results for the control group show that the more exaggerated pitch differences - around +/-7 - 
become somewhat more restrained and within native norms for four of the participants. Three 
participants with very flat intonation - below +/-3 - did not improve much, if at all. For the control 
group, the attention given to intonation in class appears to have helped the more extreme pitches 
but made little or no difference to those participants with flat, narrower pitch differences. With low 
tones, three students have reduced the range too much, going from -7 and below to around -3 and 
below. Some explanations for this change are discussed below regarding the treatment group.!
!
!
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!
The treatment group appears to have more favourable results with the high tones, with 8 of the 15 
participants increasing intonation that was below the 4 semitone threshold and raising it towards 
the ideal pitch range. However, the low tones had mixed results. Three students decreased more 
exaggerated tones towards the ideal range, but five participants reduced their intonation into a 
threshold that could be considered ‘flat’, around -3 and below. !
! If the starting tone was too low, meaning they was not much ‘room’ to lower the pitch for low 
tones, then this would have forced the high tone levels up to make up the difference, but, from the 
results, this does not seem to be the case. Another explanation could be that the participants put 
more attention on the placement of the high and low tones, thereby taking focus away from the 
pitch differences. Alternatively, it could be that using a 5-line musical staff gave the participants the 
sense that English tonal range is quite narrow, and they adjusted their speech accordingly. Finally, 
it may be simply a case of playing it safe in a test, not wanting to make errors and, as a result, 
over-controlling and limiting their pitch ranges.!
! For an 8-session study, it is impossible to say for sure which explanation or explanations 
are correct, and whether this would simply be a normal developmental stage as the students made 
the switch to a second language set of thought groups and intonation patterns. The participants are 
actually juggling quite a lot of cognitive load at the same time, trying to control pitch range, the 
pitch placement, recognise thought groups, processing the meaning of the sentences and 
pronunciation - all in a timed test  situation. It is possible that, at such a relatively early stage of 
their intonation development, there is a limit to how much they can process at once, and pitch 
range could not receive their full attention. Suprasegmental features are all interlinked and any 
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hesitation or uncertainty in one area has a domino effect into the other features. Therefore, there is 
a strong possibility that this is not a permanent drop in pitch quality, but simply the result of actively 
considering the cognitive and mechanical steps for each sentence.!
!
 !

Limitations!
While these research results match the findings of other visualisation studies, there are some 
limitations which could be addressed in future treatments. Here are the three main areas.!
! Firstly, the number of participants is too low to draw any broader conclusions of the specific 
effectiveness of using a musical staff visualisation as a teaching technique. Two groups of 15 
participants was realistically the most I could cope with during a semester. Simply to get the pitch 
data took 20 minutes per person, so to select the final 30 participants from the initial 43 samples 
took over 14 hours, with the final analysis taking a further 10. While most audio analysis software is 
capable of exporting the hertz data as a list in milliseconds, there is no information as to the lexical 
items that the hertz figures represent, which was the focus of this study. Having tested a number of 
the most common audio analysis software used in linguistic tests, I have yet to find one that can 
satisfy this need. Therefore, if this study is to be replicated on a larger scale, a different, more time 
efficient way of extracting the data will need to be developed.!
! Secondly, the pre- and post-tests used decontextualised and unconnected sentences. This 
was intended to provide the least distracting prompts, so the participants could concentrate solely 
on the intonation patterns. The results of this research, therefore, do not indicate if the intonation 
improvements can be transferred into uncontrolled spontaneous speech or whether the emotional 
implications of intonation choices, as with Stojanovik & Martínez-Castilla (2010), are clear to the 
participants. The limitations of being able to compare groups of individuals requires them to stick 
within a narrow band of language. Future studies could expand the tests to include two sections in 
the pre- and post-tests, collecting both controlled and uncontrolled speech data. This would 
potentially show a connection between the ability to distinguish high and low tone placement and 
applying that to more real world, impromptu speech. However, due to the factors mentioned above, 
this would increase the collection, extraction and analysis workload considerably. !
! Thirdly, because the samples were collected remotely, it is impossible to know who was 
using the “stop-start” method, recording it line-by-line, and who was listening to all 16 samples and 
then recording themselves, reading the lines rather than trying to match the intonation of the 
recording. A more controlled test environment could have been better for both pre- and post-test 
and the control and treatment groups. As covered earlier, because the participants were from 
different majors with varying schedules, it was impossible to have everyone in the same place at 
the same time. Giving the pre- and post-test at different times and dates depending on their 
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schedule would have challenged the integrity of the tests by potentially giving some participants 
later in the schedule a chance to prepare before their test as word of the content inevitably spread. 
The difficulty of matching schedules is shown by the most convenient time for the tests being 
10pm. If this method is used in further research, having all participants in a room taking the tests 
simultaneously is recommended.!
!
Conclusion!
The purpose of this research was to test the effects of using visualisation, specifically a musical 
staff, to improve the English intonation patterns of Korean learners. Based on previous studies, the 
expected outcome was that both groups would improve but the group using visualisation 
techniques would improve more than the group which used tradition intuitive-imitation techniques. 
Due to the nature of the tests, none of the research cited in this paper used large numbers of 
students (the biggest test group was 20 and the smallest just 5 participants) and this study was no 
exception. Other visualisation techniques had been successful with Korean learners, therefore, the 
musical staff approach was a potentially useful area in which to experiment.!
! While the test groups were relatively small, the results do point to the musical staff 
approach having advantages over traditional approaches. The control group and treatment group 
both improved over the 8-week session, 7.8% and 12.3% respectively, with the treatment group 
demonstrating a 5.2% advantage over the control group, with both groups improving their 
placement of high and low tones of the prompt sentences. In the control group, three people’s 
intonation got worse compared to two in the treatment group. However, both groups did improve 
over the 8-session treatment. This fits with the findings of Derwing et al (2012) that simply focusing 
attention on intonation can still show improvements. The results may seem like a significant 
increase, but such minimal attention is given to intonation in typical English classes that the 
students are starting from an inexperienced position. Therefore, it is unclear where this level of 
improvement could continue over a longer treatment period.!
! The treatment group participants improved in all four categories, performing better than the 
control group in three of the intonation patterns and equally well In Falling List intonation. The 
biggest improvement for the treatment group was Yes/No Questions where they more than doubled 
the improvements made by the control group. The least improved pattern for both groups was 
Declarative Statements, which showed only a modest gain for the treatment group and an increase 
in errors for the control group. Looking at the data, this appears to be because of misconceptions 
over prominence norms, generally favouring verbs, pronouns, names or habitually placing the (H) 
on the second syllable, regardless of the relevance of the item. Teachers using this approach 
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should therefore bear this in mind when covering declarative statements and give extra attention to 
the placement of prominence.!
! The results have implications for the Korean EFL classroom, because, as Park & Son 
(2013) found, for the small amount of time that intonation is taught, only basic techniques are used 
with decontextualised sentences. While the pre- and post-test used in my research used 
decontextualised sentences, the in-class sessions began by using the practice sentences in 
context with role-plays later in each class and, by the end, was presenting pattern practice 
sentences in context from the beginning. The decontextualised nature of the pre- and post-tests 
was intended to remove any distractions in order for the participants to focus entirely on the 
intonation patterns they had to mimic.!
! In order to get more concrete data, the approach needs to be tested with larger numbers of 
participants along with less controlled practice and testing. Whether these gains can be maintained 
after the focused treatment sessions have stopped will be tested in a delayed-post test that will be 
conducted too late to include in this paper. The results of this study are encouraging and show that 
the musical staff visualisation technique is potentially a useful classroom approach for improving 
English intonation.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendices!
!
A - Pronunciation Attitude Inventory  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Name Student Number
Please answer all items using the following response categories: !
5 = Totally Agree  4 = Somewhat Agree 3 = Neutral 2 = Somewhat Disagree 1 = Totally 
Disagree !!
1. I'd like to sound as native as possible when speaking English. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
2. Acquiring proper pronunciation in English is important to me. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
3. I will never be able to speak English with a good accent. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
4. I believe I can improve my pronunciation skills in English. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
5. I believe more emphasis should be given to proper pronunciation in class. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
6. One of my personal goals is to acquire proper pronunciation skills and preferably be 
able to pass as a near-native speaker of the language. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
7. I try to imitate English speakers as much as possible. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
8. Communicating is much more important than sounding like a native speaker of 
English. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
9. Good pronunciation skills in English are not as important as learning vocabulary and 
grammar. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
10. I want to improve my accent when speaking English. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
11. I'm concerned with my progress in my pronunciation of English. !

1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
12. Sounding like a native speaker is very important to me!

1! 2! 3! 4! 5



B - Background Questionnaire
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Name Student Number
What's your Major?!
__________________________________________!
!
Why did you choose this English course?!
__________________________________________!
!
Where are you from in Korea? (Incheon, Seoul, Suwon, etc...)!
__________________________________________!
!
Which countries have you been to and how long did you stay there?!
Total months/years:!
__________________________________________!
__________________________________________!
__________________________________________!
!
Do you have native English speaking friends? How often do you meet them?!
__________________________________________!
!
How would you rate your English speech? (1 = very bad, 10 = excellent)!
1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!
!
What speaking situations are easiest for you?!
__________________________________________!
!
What speaking situations are most difficult for you?!
__________________________________________!
!
Have you been to an English 학원? How long did you attend?!

Total Months / years:!
__________________________________________!
!
What do you want from this English Speaking class?!
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________!
!


